COVID-19 RESPONSE USES

Humanitarian Relief Shelters
FASTPAKS ARE MODULAR/CUSTOMIZABLE
The Basic Unit is an 8-foot by 12-foot by 10.6-foot Structure
>Create any multiple of the basic 96-square foot structure
>Attached end-to-end or side-by-side
>Omit interior walls and beams if desired
>Add additional space as the need arises
>Variety of interchangeable panels, including
insulated hard sides with window and door options
>Full magnetic electrical kit with circuit breaker;
runs on direct electrical feed, generator, or solar
>Combination heating/air conditioning unit

PROFILE
FastPaks, LLC is located in
Davenport, Iowa. The company
leadership possesses over 175
years of combined experience
and professional expertise in areas
such as *Industrial Services,
*Construction *Manufacturing
*Business *Strategic Planning
*Organizational Design,
*Legislative Liaison *Marketing
and Communications

CONTACT
PHONE:
(855) 533-7555
WEBSITE:
www.FastPaks.com
EMAIL:
Fred Smith, Owner
Fred@fastpaks.com
Nick Kupresin, Owner
Nick@fastpaks.com
Bill Peiffer, Director of Operations
Bill@fastpaks.com
Kerry Smith, Director of Marketing
Kerry@fastpaks.com

FASTPAKS ARE PORTABLE
Efficient Storage and Transportation
>Folds flat to nearly 24-inches
>24-folded units fit on a flatbed truck, reducing
transportation costs by approximately 80%
>Arrives 70% preassembled
>Erected by 2 people in about 2 hours

FASTPAKS ARE SUSTAINABLE
Leaves no Environmental Footprint
>No foundation required
>Designed for durability
>Stout steel construction withstands significant
snow and wind loads
>Store-and-stack when not in use
>Side and end panels same size for easy replacement/exchange
>Units can be moved while upright, containing up to 11,000 pounds
of payload
>Disinfectant can be sprayed top-to-bottom without harming interior
or people

FASTPAKS ARE FOR COVID-19

RESPONSE

Public Health, Industrial and Social Applications
MEDICAL:
>Mobile hospital
>Test labs
>Isolation area
SANITATION:
>Interior/exterior can be entirely sanitized with Danolyte Global (an EPA
Registered natural disinfectant) that eradicates Pseudomonas, Enterococcus,
Staphylococcus, fungus, mold, E-Coli and much more
SOCIAL DISTANCING:
>FastPaks can be configured with vinyl panels with screens to provide open
ventilation with the convenience of an enclosed porch; perfect for social
distancing in food and beverage establishments

